
On April 5 Yoshiro Mori, 62, the newly appointed president of
the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), was elected prime minister
by the House of Representatives with 335 out of 488 votes. 
He replaces Keizo Obuchi, who has been hospitalized in 
critical condition since suffering a stroke on April 2. At a press 

conference following his appointment, Prime Minister Mori announced
he would strive for continuity and stability, retain all members of the
Obuchi cabinet, and implement the nation's economic revitalization and
structural reform policies. In his first speech to the Diet Prime Minister
Mori pledged “bold structural reform” on the “path of full-fledged
recovery” of the economy. He said his top priority is to make Japan a
nation the world can trust, and promised a government of “discipline
and ethics.” In a phone conversation with President Clinton, the new
Prime Minister emphasized that Japan-US relations are the cornerstone
of Japan's foreign policy, and the two plan to meet in Washington on
May 5. Mr. Mori's immediate tasks were visiting the victims of the 
volcanic eruption of Mount Usu in Hokkaido and meeting with leaders
of South Pacific nations in Miyazaki in western Japan on April 22. 
He is preparing for the July Kyushu-Okinawa Summit of the Group of 
Eight (G-8) nations, and for a scheduled visit to Moscow at the end of
the month. He must also decide when to call new elections which are 
mandated by October. Regarding the plight of Mr. Obuchi, the Prime
Minister said he shared “the pain of the Japanese people,” as the two
men were classmates in college.
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New Prime Minister Yoshiro Mori, right, shakes hands with Hungarian President Arpad Goncz, left, prior
to their meeting in Tokyo on April 11. (AP Photo/Koji Sasahara, Pool)
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•  BREAKTHROUGHS ON KOREA.
On April 10, Foreign Minister Yohei Kono
applauded the announcement that the leaders
of the Republic of Korea and North Korea
have agreed to meet June 12-14 in

Pyongyang. The meeting would be the first by 
leaders of the divided peninsula since the Korean
War. The Foreign Minister said the summit will
“have epoch-making significance.” The government
“welcomes and expresses its full support for the
meeting,” Kono said. Separately, in early April, Japan
and North Korea have resumed historic talks aimed at
normalizing the relations. While the talks, held
in Pyongyang on April 5 and 7, ended without 
agreement, Japanese officials characterized them as
“only the first step,” said that they were held “in a
good atmosphere,” and noted that both sides have
agreed to meet again in Tokyo in late May.
• G-8 SUMMIT PREPARATIONS.
On April 9, environment ministers of the Group of
Eight (G-8) nations met in the western city of Otsu 
as part of the preparatory work for the July 
Kyushu-Okinawa summit. The meeting was also a
prelude to the 6th Conference on the U.N. Framework
Convention on Climate Change, scheduled for
November in the Netherlands. The ministers said in a
statement they hope to ratify the 1997 Kyoto protocol
as soon as possible. Meanwhile, G-8 education minis-
ters met in Tokyo on April 1. Prime Minister Obuchi
addressed the gathering which was studying ways to
double the number of exchange students, teachers
and researchers over the next 10 years.
• THIRD WORLD DEBT RELIEF.
At last year’s Cologne Summit, G-7 members agreed
upon the Cologne Debt Initiative for Heavily Indebted
Poor Countries (HIPCs) which included a 100 
percent reduction of ODA claims. Building on this
agreement, on April 10 Japan announced that it has
decided to extend enhanced debt relief of up to 100
percent of non-ODA claims for eligible HIPCs, while
making further contributions of up to $200 million in
total, including $10 million already disbursed, to the
World Bank's HIPC Trust Fund. Japan also held a
Debt Management seminar, in Tunisia on April 
10-14.
• MIDDLE EAST DIPLOMACY
Senior State Secretary for Foreign Affairs Shozo
Azuma visited the Mideast Mar. 29-30 for talks with
Israeli officials and President Yasser Arafat of the
Palestinian Authority. In Israel he met with Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs
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David Levy, who expressed appreciation of Japan's
contribution in the Middle East, including its
participation in the United Nations Disengagement
Observer Force (UNDOF) and the multilateral
consultation process, and sought the continuing
involvement of Japan in the area. Secretary Azuma
responded that Japan would continue its engagement,
and issued an open invitation to Prime Minister
Ehud Barak to visit Japan. On Mar. 30 Mr. Azuma
met with President Yasser Arafat of the Palestinian
Authority who expressed his appreciation of Japan's
involvement in the Palestinian cause, and said he
looked forward to further assistance in this regard.
•  TIES TO TURKEY.
At the invitation of Foreign Minister Yohei Kono,
Turkish Foreign Minister Ismail Cem visited Japan
from April 4-9. Kono noted that the two countries
have maintained traditionally amicable relations
since the 19th century. Such relations have 
been deepened in every aspect including political
dialogue, trade and investment, and cultural
exchange he said. On June 3, a Turkish Navy ship is 
scheduled to visit the port of Kushimoto, Wakayama
Prefecture. While in Tokyo, Minister Cem and Mrs.
Cem were received by Their Imperial Highnesses
Prince and Princess Tomohito of Mikasa.
•  CONFLICT PREVENTION IN AFRICA
An International Symposium on the Roles of
Sub-Regional and Non-Governmental Organizations
in Conflict Prevention and Peace Initiatives in
Sub-Saharan Africa was held in Tokyo March 28-29.
The Symposium, supported by the Asahi Shimbun,
was co-sponsored by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and the Institute for International Policy Studies, and
was attended by people directly engaged in conflict
prevention and resolution issues.

NEWS DIGEST PRIME MINISTER MORI
The new prime minister, who was first elected to
parliament in 1969, has filled three key posts
within the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP):
Secretary General, Chairman of the Policy
Research Council, and Chairman of the General
Council. He has served in previous cabinets as
minister of education, international trade and
industry, and construction, and most recently
was Prime Minister Obuchi's (elected in July
1998) right-hand man and No.2 in the party. 
Mr. Mori is well-respected for his keen sense of
political balance and strong ability to build 
consensus. The concept of messhihoko, or 
“selfless devotion,” is of utmost importance to
the new Prime Minister.



People in Japan consider March the 
beginning of spring. First the red blossoms of
plum trees come out, signaling the start of
the new season. Immediately after that, a tide
of cherry blossoms begins to spread from the

South to cover the whole nation. Cherry blossoms are
inextricably intertwined with Japanese culture.
When traditional Japanese poems refer to flowers,
they usually mean cherry blossoms. The Japanese
love affair with both plum and cherry blossoms goes
back to ancient times

Cherry blossoms are Japan's most beloved
flower. But the peak season, when the trees are in
full bloom, is extremely short. The flowers open all
at once, and the petals all fall soon after. Every year
during peak season, people have flower-viewing 
parties under the trees.

Newspapers and magazines run feature 
articles describing good spots for people to picnic
while savoring the beauty of the cherry blossoms.
Daily TV news and weather forecasts report on the
“Cherry Blossom Front,” letting viewers know when,
and for how long, the blossoms will be at their peak
in each part of the country. The “Cherry Blossom
Front” takes about a month to travel from south to
north over the Japanese archipelago.

Cherry-blossom viewing is one of the main
rites of spring in Japan. Friends and coworkers hold
lively gatherings under the trees, with plenty of food
and drink on hand. There are many famous
cherry-blossom-viewing spots throughout the 
country. Most of these spots are located centrally 
in towns and cities, either in parks or near public
buildings, such as prefectural offices.

In Tokyo, the most famous viewing areas are
around the Imperial Palace, along the palace moat,
and in Ueno Park. The more popular locations are
packed with crowds of thousands, and many blossom
fans get there the night before to grab the prime spots.

April, when the cherry blossoms usually peak
in the Tokyo area, is a time of new beginnings in
Japan: The new school year is beginning; and new
graduates are just starting work. The first assignment
many new employees receive is to secure a spot 
for their company's cherry-blossom-viewing party.
Springtime just would not be complete without a 
picnic amid the falling petals, and as long as there are
underlings around, why should the senior employees
have to go through the hassle of staking out a space?
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SPRING’S “CHERRY 
BLOSSOM FRONT”

Springtime in Japan beneath the cherry blossoms.

Many festivals and other events take place
around cherry blossom time. One of the renowned
blossom viewing spots in the Tokyo area is
Asukayama Park, where the Sakura SA * KASO
(costume) festival has taken place for the past three
years. In 2000 it was held on April 1 and 2. This
park has been a well-known spot for blossom 
viewing since the Edo period (1600-1868), when 
the eighth Tokugawa Shogun Yoshimune Tokugawa
had cherry trees planted there.

Back in those days, cherry blossom season at
the park attracted warriors and townspeople alike.
People dressed in costume, and performers provided
entertainment as well. The Sakura SA * KASO 
festival has revived the old custom of dressing in
costume to view the cherry blossoms.

The festival's headline event is, of course, a
costume contest. There are also games, as well as
skits and acrobatic performances; and vendors set
up stalls around the park to hawk snacks, trinkets,
and other goods. The arrival of the cherry blossoms,
in their snowy profusion, sparks many similar
cherry-blossom-related events all over Japan.

The Japanese have a saying, Hana yori
dango. Hana means flower, and dango is a 
traditional rice-flour dumpling. The saying means
that some cherry-blossom viewers are more 
interested in the food, drink, and socializing than 
in the cherry blossoms themselves.

Regardless of whether people prefer the food
and drink or the flowers, the blossoms only last
about a week before their petals start to fall. Then it
is goodbye to cherry-blossom viewing until next year.

Finally, May brings the end of spring with
the celebration of “Golden Week”, a series of 
holidays which means a week to ten days off work.
Greenery Day April 29, Constitution Day May 3, 
and Children's Day May 5 have been combined with
May 4 which has been designated as a holiday 
since 1985 to extend the holiday into a week.  
The weather is warm and suitable for excursions 
and tourist destinations throughout Japan bustle 
with crowds.



Japan Railway Co. has never operated dining cars on
its Tohoku, Joetsu, and Nagano Shinkansen routes.
Dining cars are also being discontinued on
non-Shinkansen lines. They remain only on such 
luxury trains as the Cassiopeia linking Ueno in Tokyo
with Sapporo in Hokkaido.

Carriages that permit smoking have prompted
the Japan Railway firms to install powerful air
purifiers. JR Central was the first to fit the devices on
its newest Nozomi-series bullet trains. By the end of
March, it had installed the devices in each smoking
carriage (6 of the 16 cars) of all 11 new Nozomi
models. They are so powerful that even if 80 percent of
passengers smoke, the smokiness will not cause
discomfort. All operators are installing the devices.

The first nonsmoking Shinkansen carriages
appeared in 1976. In those days there was just one
nonsmoking car on each Kodama Shinkansen. As the
antismoking movement grew stronger, the number of
nonsmoking carriages overtook the number of smoking
cars. The JR companies do not want to prohibit
smoking however, as it has a competitive edge since
airlines banned smoking in 1998.

In an effort to sell the Shinkansen as not only
fast but also comfortable, JR Central has started
developing a special pillow for passengers of its
Tokaido Shinkansen. They aim to have a pillow ready
in a few years that keeps the head stable when the
train is in motion and wakes up the passenger as the
train approaches their station. The Shinkansen is
becoming more focused on services for business use.
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REVAMPING BULLET
TRAINS
When people talk about changes in the
Shinkansen, or bullet train, they usually mean

faster or sleeker carriages. Recently, however, there has
also been an overhaul in the facilities and services
available aboard Japan's high-speed trains. A ride on
the Shinkansen in itself once used to be a treat, but as
the novelty has worn off the trains are undergoing a
face lift to accommodate practical, business needs.

One victim of this trend has been the dining
car, which used to be an integral part of the
Shinkansen. The cars served their last meals on March
10, having been discontinued as part of the reforms of
Shinkansen operations. Shorter journey times have
prompted passengers to buy food and drinks from
vending machines and the in-car trolley service,
instead of in the dining cars. Other changes include the
fitting of air purifiers in smoking carriages and the
development of a special pillow that promises to make
a Shinkansen ride much more relaxing.

The dining car made its debut on Japan's
railways 101 years ago, but these cars have gradually
been disappearing as the advent of faster trains has
shortened journey times. The first Shinkansen dining
car opened in autumn 1974, just before the line linking
Tokyo and Hakata in Kyushu began operating. In those
days, passengers would line up outside the cars even
before they opened, and cooks on different trains would
compete to see who had, for example, fried the most
pork cutlets that day.

In the period before the Japanese National
Railways was privatized, dining cars were installed on
almost all Hikari bullet trains linking Tokyo with
western Japan. These new models, however, shortened
journey times and the dining cars' hours, so the
number of passengers using the cars declined. A hotel
that had partnered in the restaurant service withdrew
its support, and in 1988 the privatized Japan Railways
group, looking to increase capacity, began converting
its dining cars into first-class “green” cars.

Until recently, only four Shinkansen trains
equipped with dining cars were making the daily
journey from Tokyo to Hakata and back. West Japan
Railway Co., which owns these carriages, stopped all
dining car services as part of changes to its operations
implemented on March 11, 2000. Central Japan
Railway Co., which operates the Tokaido Shinkansen
line, ceased running dining cars in 1998, and East

R
TRENDS IN JAPAN

OSAKA'S OLYMPIC BID
On March 2, the Osaka 2008 Advisory
Commission on the city's Olympic bid held its
first meeting. Consisting of prominent figures in
various fields, the commission was briefed on
new bidding procedures released by the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) in
Switzerland on Feb. 24. Noting that Japan has
successfully hosted three Olympics in the past,
the members pledged that the city's bid would
attempt to be a model for the 21st century.
More than a million signatures have been
collected in support, and 7,500 volunteer 
community groups have been organized to 
support the city's bidding efforts. Meanwhile,
Osaka hosted the Anti- Doping International
Conference 2000 on March 18, chaired by Dr.
Yoshio Kuroda of the IOC Medical Commission.
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On the whole there is no such thing as 
retirement for knowledge workers these 
days. Even if they switch to part-time work
mid-career, they can continue working through 
age 75. It was Peter Drucker (Prof. of Social

Science and Management, Claremont Graduate School,
California) who originated the notion of the 50-year
career. Having reached age 90 in November, 1999, he
continues going strong. I have known Prof. Drucker for
more than 20 years and he is a remarkable man.

A celebration marking his 90th birthday was
held in Tokyo. In a video message, he displayed
characteristic insight. Noting that we are now in the
midst of unprecedented change, he sketched five
important developments. Over the coming 20 years,
he predicted these changes will affect Japan more
than any other nation, perhaps to the extent of 
dominating the country.

The first of these developments is that while
economic issues have been primary in Japan over the
past 40 years, social issues will have priority in the
next 25. The phenomenon grows out of demographic
changes and is having a greater impact in Japan than
in any other country. In Japan, where the retirement
age is lower than in any other advanced country, an
statistical changes in population are most dramatic,
the proportional decline in the number of younger
people is a tremendous problem.

Japan must therefore establish a new
employment system in which older workers can
participate. While populations are graying in all
advanced nations, Japan's problem is acute. If it 
can cope with it, Drucker noted the Japanese model
could be adopted in other countries.

The second development concerns how
nations will cope with the rising transnational 
movement among the younger generations. In 
contrast with the U.S. and the English-speaking
world, Japan and nations of continental Europe 
have no historical experience with this problem 
and stand on the brink of a tumultuous era.

The third development concerns the 
fundamental structural reforms taking place in business
circles within and outside of Japan. This doesn't mean
megamergers, but rather the decentralization of 
companies through spin-offs in a demerger trend.

The fourth is the advent of e-commerce. This
has been a powerful element bringing about the
revolution in information technology (IT). Just as
railroads ushered in the industrial revolution 170
years ago, the IT revolution will have a tremendous
impact on economies and societies worldwide.

The fifth concerns the trend of declining
prices for natural resources (agricultural products,
lumber, metals, minerals etc.) relative to those of
industrial products which now appears to be coming
to an end. Japan has been the greatest beneficiary of
the relative decline in the cost of resources in the
20th century.

Prof. Drucker says, henceforth the number of
countries manufacturing industrial products will
rapidly increase. Mass production of standardized
products will lead to greater supplies and lower
prices. With the end of the Cold War, increasing
numbers of nations have become “market economy
dominoes,” attracting foreign investment and sharply
boosting industrial capacity.

With the strengthening of the yen from the
second half of the 80s, average wages in dollar terms
climbed to the world's highest, prompting Japanese
firms to seek lower costs by shifting production to
neighboring Asian nations. Production in overseas
factories by Japanese industry now exceeds the 
total value of exports. It is often said that Japan is
dependent on exports, but that has gradually changed,
so much so that in terms of the ratio of exports and
imports to GDP, the dependence of the U.S. economy
on foreign trade is greater.

The first question is how far to extend the
retirement age from the present 60 years, now that 
the average life span is over 80, the highest in the
world. On the one hand, with the focus now on 
correcting employment excesses caused by the 
economic slump and slower growth rates, many say
extending the retirement age is unthinkable. On 
the other, a system of lifetime employment with 
retirement at 60 vastly reduces the potential working
life of the knowledge workers Prof. Drucker describes.

The point is what's needed is the creation of a
retirement system without employment discrimination
based merely on age. It is important to have a flexible
employment system in which individuals can find a
new and compatible workplace as they move from one
stage to the next in the life cycle. No doubt various
Japanese systems will change in accordance with the
above-mentioned developments.

• This is excerpted from an article in Look
Japan (3/2000) by Kojima Akira who is a
director and chief editorial writer at the
Nihon keizai shimbun newspaper.

O
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WEARABLE COMPUTERS
Mobile information terminals, such as 
notebook computers, are already a familiar
sight. Now a wearable computer that can be

attached to the user's body is under development. The
first product was just a personal organizer in the form
of a wristwatch, but recently wearable computers have
appeared with the same capabilities as a notebook
computer and movie quality that surpasses that of
televisions.

Since such research bodies as MIT began
advocating the concept of wearable PCs as the 
ultimate result of the miniaturization, research and
development has been proceeding worldwide. One of
the first ideas was to divide up the functions of a 
computer and distributing them in separate devices
worn on various parts of the body, but that led to 
limitations imposed by the shape of the body.

The first to be developed in Japan was a
wristwatch-style mobile terminal that went on sale in
1998. Its face is a square liquid crystal display, and it
is equipped with a port for connecting to a computer
as well as an infrared receiver. With a maximum
memory capacity of two megabytes, it can be used 
as a personal organizer, a watch, for processing files,
playing games and viewing pictures. The 
manufacturer says that “strapping it to your wrist
means you don't have to carry it around and won't 
easily misplace it.”

A prototype of another “wearable PC” was
revealed in 1999 by a foreign computer firm and a
Japanese optical equipment maker. The main unit is
about the size of a headphone stereo, measuring 5.5
inches high, 3.4 inches wide, and 1.4 inches thick,
and weighing 0.84 pounds. Though it can be carried
in a pocket or attached to a belt, it is as powerful as a
notebook computers. It can handle moving pictures,
and the visual display, a small headset-screen viewed
with one eye, boasts higher resolution than color TV. It
is operated using one hand on a mouse-like device.

The device will be useful in such operations as
factory maintenance checks, gas and water meter
reading, and airplane and electrical cable mainte-
nance. Such tasks require many manual procedures,
but if a wearable computer were used to display them,
the worker would be able to use both hands freely.
Work on wearable computers for the disabled
and hearing-impaired users is also continuing apace.
Now the race is on to offer consumers a broader
choice and selection of models.

W
SCIENCE WATCH JAPAN’S CELLPHONE BOOM

This month, the number of mobile phone 
subscribers in Japan exceeded that of fixed-line
users for the first time, with 56.9 million signed up
with a cellphone service, a four-fold increase over
four years. Due to their practicality these phones
have become an essential part of daily life, and that
is why, along with the amazing growth of the
phones themselves, sales of accessories to use and 
decorate cell phones have blossomed; there are
now over 1,000 such products on the market.  

For some time now, the cheapest and most
popular cell-phone accessory has been the strap.
There is no shortage of people who collect rare or
unusual straps, fixing them to their phones several
at a time. Recently, however, more and more users
are choosing to go “strapless,” opting instead for
simplicity in their cellulars. In the competition for
quantity and rarity of straps, the strapless cellular
has emerged as the new and fashionable look. 
“The fuss over straps is symbolic of big-city booms,
where a trend quickly overheats and then cools
off,” analyzes one expert.

There are a host of other popular gadgets
that are utilitarian. Topping the list are “telephone
receivers,” which range in style from those found
on traditional telephones to ones shaped like a
shoe or banana. The primary lure of these items is
the ease with which they can be used for making
calls just by connecting them to a cellular phone.
Users stick them in their bags (they are too bulky
to fit in pockets) and when a call comes through,
they pull out these “receivers.” This novelty item
has been the best seller among cell phone 
accessories.

Another popular device is a ball-point pen
that catches signals from a cell phone and flashes to
indicate incoming calls. At $7 dollars each, the pens
are reasonably priced, and one large accessory store
reports sales of up to 100 pens per week.

Stuffed toys that move or emit a sound to
alert their owners of incoming calls can also be
found. One such item is shaped like the popular
animation character Doraemon and plays the 
character's theme song to signal a call. Though a
bit too cumbersome to carry around, it is perfect 
for use at home. Yet another accessory is a fancy
pair of boots with a cell-phone case attached.

Cell phones are evolving to include color, 
in liquid-crystal screens, e-mail and even Internet
access This spring a cell phone equipped with a
TV screen goes on sale and new accessories will
follow. Not everyone is happy about the boom, a
new survey shows that phones are the No.1 
nuisance on trains.
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I recently attended a day-long seminar with
the Smithsonian Associates in Washington,
D.C. The seminar was about Kurosawa
Akira, the famous director whose works
powerfully influenced me.
In college, I majored in history with the

intent of becoming a university history teacher. I
needed, however, to choose a specialty. I remember
seeing a Kurosawa film -— probably “Sanjuro” or
“Yojimbo” -— and thinking that if I chose Japan, my
career would always be fascinating. You could say
that Kurosawa's movies set me on the path that would
lead to a B.A. in Asian Studies at the Univ. of
Southern California, an M.A. in Japanese Philosophy
at Columbia, and 11 years of life in Japan.

Film specialist Max Alvarez, was the
Smithsonian's Kurosawa program presenter. He
divided the day into segments on Kurosawa's life in
the cinema, the samurai sagas, Kurosawa on
Shakespeare, and the psychology of Kurosawa —
illustrating his points with clips from more than 20
of Kurosawa's movies — a real treat for those of us
who were packed into the lecture hall.

He began by explaining how important
silent films had been to Kurosawa's ability to tell a
story visually, and by explaining the tradition of the
benshi, a Japanese “movie interpreter” who used to
sit to one side of the early foreign silent movies to
explain the action to Japanese audiences. Benshi
had to be mentally nimble since sometimes one
reel of a movie sent from abroad was missing. It
was the job of the benshi to quickly come up with a
logical description of what had happened.

To make things simple for the audience
and for themselves, the benshi generally called the
hero in these movies “Jim,” the heroine “Mary,”
and the villain “Robert.” Benshi were important
into the late 30s and could be seen in some areas
into the 70s. Sometimes, Alvarez said, benshi were
more important than the films they described.
Many benshi became celebrities, developing 
considerable followings.

Kurosawa's father was in the army, while
his mother was from a wealthy merchant family.
His father was fond of Western movies, so he often
took his family to films, where both Akira and his
brother developed their own love for this art form.
Four years older than Akira, Kurosawa's brother
became a benshi and was attracting his own 

followers. But that lasted only until the introduction
of movies with sound. So crushing was the loss of
his job and his identity as a benshi that Akira's 
brother committed suicide in 1933.

After World War I, Kurosawa worked hard
to establish himself as an artist. Finally accepting
that he could not make a living in that field, he
began to study international films. In 1935, he
entered a competition that pitted 500 people for a
single assistant director job offered by the film 
studio that was the predecessor of Toho Films. He
got the job and in 1942, directed his first film,
“Sanshiro Sugata.” In this movie, Kurosawa 
intercut scenes at normal speed with slow motion.
It was the first time this technique had been used,
and one that directors in the West still use.

During World War II, the government
wanted Kurosawa to direct films supporting the
nationalistic cause. And after the war, U.S. 
occupation forces expected him to shoot films that
supported their interests. Kurosawa was a man with
a very short fuse and a passionate commitment to
following his own artistic inclinations. Those years
must have been particularly difficult for him.

Kurosawa loved the studio system and the
access it gave him to the big budgets for his costly
films. But by the 60s, the studio system was failing,
so Kurosawa went to investigate possibilities in
Hollywood. One Hollywood mogul suggested
Kurosawa direct a movie about Custer's last stand,
with Mifune Toshiro as an American Indian.
Kurosawa had the sense to refuse.

After almost 30 years of shooting in black
and white, Kurosawa's first color film, “Dodeskaden,”
came out in 1971. Giving up on the studio system, he
formed his own movie-making company, but it failed
that same year. Life seemed intolerable to him if he
could no longer make movies, and he attempted 
suicide. Fortunately, he did not succeed.

• Carol Marleigh Kline, is a freelance writer
in Washington, D.C., who spent 11 years 
living in Japan. Next month she will write
about “The Excellent Partnership of
Kurosawa and Mifune.”

THE GENIUS OF 
KUROSAWA AKIRA

I Film director Kurosawa Akira (Courtesy of Janus Films)
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In July of this year, the small Japanese island
prefecture of Okinawa will take center stage
in global affairs as it hosts the Group of 8 
(G-8) Kyushu-Okinawa Summit in Nago City,
Okinawa. This event, which brings together

the heads of state of major industrialized nations,
will be the first such summit that Japan has hosted
outside of the capital city of Tokyo.

As the world's attention focuses on this
small island, the Japanese and local Okinawan 
governments are taking the opportunity to highlight
the remarkable richness and vitality of Okinawan
culture, while also deepening mutual understanding
among countries participating in the summit.

Sent by the Japan Foundation, various 
traditional Okinawan performing art troupes are 
traveling throughout the spring to each of the G-8
member nations to illustrate first-hand the diversity
and uniqueness of Okinawa.

As one of the first of such cultural envoys,
the dynamic Okinawa Classical Dance Troupe 
treated audiences in the U.S. and Canada to a series
of dynamic performances last month. The troupe
toured to wide acclaim and great popularity 
in Los Angeles, Toronto, Ottawa, New York, and
Washington D.C.

The tour was truly a first of its kind,
featuring some of Okinawa’s most famous and
respected master dancers and musicians, while also
bringing together a group of over twenty skilled 
performers, including many from the Okinawa
Prefectural University of the Arts.

Historically, until formally becoming part of
Japan in 1879, Okinawa was known as the Ryukyu
Kingdom. The small independent kingdom, located
at a crossroads in the Pacific Ocean, enjoyed 
prosperous trade and cultural exchange with 
mainland Japan, China, and Southeast Asia. 

Influences in culture and art from these 
various areas were adopted to become part of
Okinawa's own unique culture, blending in to 
produce several traditional art forms which remain
today as a superb, valued cultural heritage for the
Okinawan people.

The Okinawa Classical Dance Troupe's
North American tour is an excellent example of how
this vibrant artistic heritage continues to enrich 
current artists. The troupe showcases the variety of
traditional dances and music found in Okinawa, 

performing colorful classical court dances, with 
performers dressed in traditional Okinawan dress,
including beautifully elaborate bingata stencil-dyed,
silk kimono. Here, the exquisite dancers move in
refined, graceful movements, often incorporating
brightly-colored fans and sashes in an aesthetically
delightful experience.

In contrast, the light-hearted and creative
popular folk dances illustrate the joys and hardships
of common people, with dancers performing in an
infectious light-hearted, often humorous, manner.

Accompanying all these classical dances is
the traditional music of Okinawa, performed live on
the tour by several renowned musicians in traditional
dress. The sounds of such instruments as the sanshin
(three-stringed lute), koto (zither), fue (flute), 
kokyu (fiddle), and taiko (drum) combine to form 
a distinctive ensemble, setting the mood and 
atmosphere for each dance, while blending perfectly
with the dancers’ movements.

The performances of the Okinawa Classical
Dance Troupe, representing the best of Okinawa's
deep-rooted artistic heritage, provide a brief, but
thrilling glimpse into the traditions of one of Japan's
most interesting and unique regions.

OKINAWA CLASSICAL
DANCE TOUR
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Takako Sato, Artistic Director of the Okinawa Classical Dance Troupe, 
performs the dance Takadera Manzai from the Nisai Odori (Young Men’s
Dance) genre of Ryukyuan Classical Dance.


